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Introduction

Video Index

The DT-2

Wiring the GPI

A common application for the DT-2 is to insert 4:3 or 
16:9 aspect ratio information into source material to 
enable down-stream equipment such as aspect ratio 
converters to automatically adapt to changes in the 
source aspect ratio.

For 625 line SDI systems Video Index (VI) is encoded 
on line 11, just after the SAV sequence and the data is 
carried by bit 2 of the Chroma channel samples. 
Unlike Wide Screen Signaling (WSS), which is readily 
viewed on a monitor or waveform monitor as a series 
of black and white dashes, VI is impossible to see on 
a monitor and hard to see even on a waveform 
monitor as the amplitude of the data is about 0.5% of 
the full scale waveform deflection.

SMPTE RP186 defines the use of the first data octet 
of the class 1.1 VI data for conveying the source 
aspect ratio and the source raster format (625 or 525). 
RP186 defines a value of 2 to indicate 625/4:3 and a 
value of 6 to indicate 625/16:9.

The DT-2 card is a general purpose aspect ratio (AR) 
and active format descriptor (AFD) 
encoder/decocoder/transcoder. The DT-2 accepts 
input data from GPIs, user input and VI or WSS in the 
incoming video. The DT-2 can output data either as VI 
or WSS in the outgoing video or via its GPI outputs. 
The DT-2 also has the ability to map from one data 
format to another by using built in or user 
programmable mapping tables.

Taking the binary representation of the values given 
for 625/4:3 and 625/16:9 from SMPTE RP186...

2 is represented by 00000010
6 is represented by 00000110

The only change between the two values is the 
change from ‘0’ to ‘1’ for the 3rd bit. The 2nd bit is ‘1’ 
in both cases and all the other bits are zero. 

Inputting these values via the GPIs can easily be 
achieved by hardwiring  the GPI input associated with 
bit 2  of the AR high and attaching a switch to the GPI 

s

associated with bit 3 or the AR to provide the switch 
between the two aspect ratios.

The GPI inputs are accessed via the 25-way male D-
type connector on the rear of the DT-2 card. When the 
DT-2 is configured to use the “bypass” mapping table 
GPIs 1 to 3 encode the AFD value and GPIs 4 to 6 
encode the AR. The pinout and schematic are given 
below. Note that GPIs are numbered 1 to 8 but 
represent bits 0 to 7.

GPI In 1 Pin 13
GPI In 2 Pin 14
GPI In 3 Pin 15
GPI In 4 Pin 16
GPI In 5 Pin 17
GPI In 6 Pin 18
GPI In 7 Pin 19
GPI In 8 Pin 20
Ground Pin 25

Configuring the DT-2 

There are three tasks necessary to set up the DT-2 
card.

1. Turn on the VI inserter.

2. Set the VI output data source to be GPI.

3. Set the VI output mapping table to “bypass”.

The instructions for accomplishing these 3 steps are 
given below and assume you are starting from the 
main status display on the DT-2 as shown immediately 
below. 
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WSS/OP 
 
Setup 

VI/IP 
 
Setup 

VI/OP 
 
Setup 

WSS/IP 
 
Setup 

Press “Next”

Press “VI/OP Setup”

Press “Source Setup”

Set “Insert Vidata” to “ON”.
Set “Info Source” to “GPILn”.
Set “LUT data 1” to “Bypass”.

Your unit is now configured.

Press “BACK VI OP” then “BACK =main=” then the
“Prev” button to return to the main status display. 

Connect your GPI wiring and confirm that the 
VI/OP AR value switches between 6 and 2 
depending on the switch.

N.B. The data inserted into the output video 
changes as soon as the GPI inputs change but it 
can take a second or two for the change to be 
reflected on the status display. Downstream
equipment may also exhibit a short delay in 
responding to the change of VI data.
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